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CORE Community
Magazine
CORE are delighted to
welcome you to the latest
edition of your community
magazine, a platform to
connect and provide services
for residents, visitors,
charities and businesses in
Meath.
Get in touch with your
community through us!

Summer time in County
Meath
Our communities are
starting to open up again. If
you are able to, get out and
explore our beautiful county.
Visit Meath’s nature spots
and support local
businesses.

Your CORE Community
Magazine Team
Annina, Emily, Georgina,
Irish, Julia, Jyotindra, and
Thomas + volunteers from
the other CORE volunteer
teams. Thank you everyone
for your hard work!

This magazine is a
volunteer-led community
project and we invite
everyone to get involved
in shaping it!
Send us your ideas,
photos, art, or writing
info@coreireland.ie

Or reach us anytime
through social media.
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CORE and Community action
during covid-19
It can be hard to find positive
aspects to our new way of life in the
time of Covid-19, but one such
positive is definitely the amazing
response of the community and
voluntary sector.
Like many other charities, CORE has
received dozens of emails from people
wanting to volunteer their time: to
help with the renovation of our new
office, with admin work, our social
media, this community magazine, and
various new projects. So stay tuned!
We’ve also seen an incredible increase
in the amount of food donations to the
CORE Nourish project and food bank
(which was sorely needed, as we are
delivering more food care packages
than ever before).

This upwelling of generosity and unity
has not gone unnoticed. This sense of
solidarity across communities is a
legacy that we hope will never be
forgotten.
People are bonding together behind
much needed societal changes like the
fight against racism, combating
climate change, and supporting
equality for all. Many are also
rediscovering their own communities.

Our volunteers, old and new, are
working hard on the new CORE offices
at Navan Enterprise Centre, Unit 3,
where everyone is welcome!

There is still a long road ahead and
we can all do our best to be open
and to learn. We need each other
now more than ever, so keep
checking on your neighbours and
remember that we’re all being
tested in these times: be kind, to
yourself as well as others.

To discover more about our work or how you can volunteer or
donate to CORE projects, get in touch!
Call 085 192 0150 or check out coreireland.ie or our social media.

Community
response survey
The Institute of Technology Sligo is
undertaking a research project to
evaluate the societal and
economic impact of the
contributions of community and
voluntary groups during the Covid19 crisis.
The first phase of the project aims to
gain an insight into the experiences
of volunteers during the Covid-19
crisis.
The
“Impact
of
the
Contribution of Community in the
Response to Covid-19” survey
consists of 24 questions and takes
10-15 minutes. If you wish to share
your volunteering experience during
the Covid-19 crisis, please complete
the survey online.

For further information please
contact lang.yvonne@itsligo.ie or
ppn@sligococo.ie

Coronavirus (COVID-19) words
explained in plain English
The National Adult Literacy Agency
(NALA) has compiled the words
about coronavirus (also called
COVID-19) with plain English
explanations.
We hear many of these coronavirus
and health related words every day on
the news, radio, TV and online. But
what do they mean?
NALA list words from A-Z on their
webpage, which is updated regularly:
nala.ie/covid-19-words-explained.
You can also download the PDF at
www.nala.ie/publications/45966
If you have any other words or ideas
to make the explanations better,
please email NALA at info@nala.ie
One in six Irish adults has problems
reading, and even more have difficulty
doing basic math.
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People with low literacy levels are
more likely to be unemployed, have
poor health, and to believe that they
can have little impact on political
processes. This has devastating
consequences for people, families,
communities and the economy.

Need to improve your reading,
writing or maths? NALA can help.
Find out more about their free
courses online or by getting in
touch by phone:
Freephone 1800 20 20 65
Text ‘LEARN’ to 50050

www.nala.ie
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Exercise: the mental and physical
benefits By Thomas Wilson
COVID-19 continues to be a challenging time for everyone.
The increased anxiety of ”Will things go back to
normal? Will there be a recession? When will the hairdressers re-open so I stop looking like Tom Hanks in
the movie Castaway?“ (if you haven’t seen Castaway
I would recommend watching it!) But what if I told
you of a simple habit that would benefit you both
physically and mentally? This habit of course is
none other than good old-fashioned exercise.
Short Terms Benefits

Long Term Benefits

Aerobic exercises including jogging,
swimming, cycling, walking, dancing
and even gardening (yes you heard
that right) have been proven to reduce
mental health issues such as anxiety
and depression. When we exercise, we
produce several feel-good hormones
like serotonin, endorphins and
dopamine. These hormones are the
reason you feel euphoric after a nice
long walk in a park under a blue sky
with your dog stopping to sniff every
single lamp post or bush they pass. In
addition to feeling happier, exercise
has many short-term benefits like:

“Do I really have to exercise all the
time? Is there any point?” The short
answer is that the long-term benefits
are humongous!

•
•
•
•

Improved sleep
Better endurance
Stress relief
Reduced cholesterol

You know that three pounds of flesh
inside your skull? Well it is the single
most complex structure in our
universe. Two areas of the brain that
are directly affected by exercise are
the Pre-Frontal Cortex and the
Hippocampus. These two parts of the
brain are most susceptible to
neurodegenerative
diseases
and
cognitive decline in aging such as
Alzheimer’s and Dementia. Exercise
helps you produce more brain cells in
both areas. This won’t cure these
diseases, but it will most certainly
decrease the risk of development.
Studies show that by producing more
brain cells in the Pre-Frontal Cortex,
your ability to concentrate and be
attentive is increased.

Exercise has immediate
and long-lasting effects on
the body and brain.
So let’s recap. Exercise will help
reduce my risk of neuro degenerative
diseases, increase my ability to
concentrate, help with my mood,
decrease levels of anxiety and
depression and even improve my
sleep?
But what about the physical side? Am
I going to look like David Hasselhoff
running majestically along the beach
in the hit series Baywatch? That one’s
entirely down to you, but I will tell you
some of the other amazing physical
benefits.

Physical Benefits
Exercise will greatly reduce your risk
of cardiovascular disease in addition
to type 2 diabetes and metabolic
syndrome. Exercise will also decrease
the risk of osteoporosis by increasing
bone density. By improving your
respiratory system your blood flow
circulation also improves, helping to
supply essential nutrients to your
skin.
So, I understand that exercise will
decrease my risk of neuro degenerative disease, improve my mood,
make my skin glow, reduce my risk of
osteoporosis and increase my life
span. But the real question is, what is
the minimum I must do because I live
a busy life. Studies show that the
minimum exercise required for several
benefits is 30 minutes a day, 3-4 times
a week. That’s all it takes. You don’t
have to be the next marathon
champion. Simply getting out and
going for a walk, changing simple
habits like taking the stairs instead of
the lift, walking to the shop instead of
driving.. these can all push you in the
right direction.
During these times you might find it
hard to gain motivation or struggle to
find workouts or exercise ideas. Some
websites like Makeyourbodywork.com
have a wide range of exercise videos
from yoga to stretching to bodyweight
exercises, and YouTube is full of free
dance, fitness, yoga, belly dancing and
Pilates classes that you can follow
along to on your phone, laptop or TV.
The benefits are endless, exercise
doesn’t just improve your life in the
short term but if repeatedly
performed, will help you live a longer
and more fulfilling life.

The Meath Sports Partnership
website has all the latest sports,
fitness, and wellness courses, and
updates on which activities are back
as restrictions lift.
Walk n Tone, Dance in the Park, Jog to
Run, Walking Football for 40+,
Women on the Move, and Beginners
Pilates are just a few examples of their
courses.

www.meathsports.ie
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Meaningful activities for
people with dementia
As dementia progresses, the person
may find once enjoyable activities a
challenge and they might become
more dependent on at-home
activities. To upkeep self-esteem
and stimulation (and keep boredom
at bay) it is important to remain
independent, active and engaged in
meaningful activity.
Emma
O’Brien,
Occupational
Therapist at the Memory Technology
Resource Room, compiled a helpful
and insightful online information
booklet to support people with
dementia,
families
and
carers.
The booklet has ideas for meaningful
activities you can do together.

a memory from their past, giving them
an opportunity to recall the details of
that memory.
“Understand Together” is an HSE-led
public
support
and
awareness
campaign in partnership with The
Alzheimer Society of Ireland and over
40 national partner organisations and
local community champions. The aim
of “Understand Together” is to create
an Ireland that embraces people living
with dementia, and to display
solidarity with them and their
families.

Useful links:

Find the full booklet online at:
www.hse.ie.

Has a selection of free activity
downloadable resources.

Dowdstown Counselling Services
are planning to re-open their face to
face counselling in August 2020.
We will adhere to the HSE and
Government guideline in order to
open. We can assure our clients that
they will be welcomed into a clean and
safe place. At present our therapists
are talking to clients on the phone or
online.

If you would like to talk to a
therapist or arrange an appointment for August, get in touch:
046 9031196
dowdstownhouse@eircom.net

www.mariasplace.com
Free activities in arts, cooking,
exercise, sensory and brain training

www.dailycaring.com
An American website created to
support family carers with a range of
supports and activity resources.

www.keepingbusy.com

www.engagingdementia.ie
“Finding the Fun
in Dementia”,
free online
Reminiscence
Booklet, and
other free
resources.

When selecting an activity with your
loved one ensure it is based on
previously
enjoyed
roles
and
engagement. Choosing meaningful
activities will enhance well-being and
improve quality of life. Remember to
choose or adapt the activities
depending on the person. It is widely
recognised that older people affected
by
memory
loss
can
engage
successfully if the conversation sparks

Dowdstown
Counselling

To learn more about the
campaign and how you can get
involved visit
www.understandtogether.ie

HealthcareRoutes
HealthcareRoutes is an innovative
online technology platform which
supports users to access faster
health solutions.
It supports patients and their families
to explore options to make informed
decisions on their health. Uninsured
patients can evaluate wait times, self
pay prices and explore Crossborder
options. There are lots of health
services to access and nobody should
sit at home with worry and pain.
Whether you are looking for a simple
consultation, A&E or major surgery,
we are here to display your options.
Via HealthcareRoutes insured patients
can establish where they are covered
for tests/procedures and request
appointments.
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The platform outlines how the CrossBorder Scheme works, which entitles
all EU Citizens to timely healthcare.
The best healthcare providers are in
high demand, so gathering all the
details to make an informed choice
can keep you on the phone for hours.
We know what to ask and who
specialises in your area of need so you
don't need to. It can be a GP, GP with
a subspeciality, Consultant or Allied
Health Professional such as a physio
that is right for you

Check out healthcareroutes.com or
contact us for more information at
info@healthcareroutes.com
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Meath Child and Family Support
Network Newsletter

Meath Women’s
Refuge & Support
The Meath Women’s Refuge and
Support Services vision is to have
a society where violence against
women is no longer tolerated and
where women are truly equal.
They aim to contribute towards
creating communities in which
women and children live violence
and abuse free lives.
Meath
Women’s Refuge and
Support Services works to ensure
the safety of women and children
who are experiencing all forms of
domestic abuse in Co. Meath
through the provision of highquality supports and services.
They continue to maintain a 24hour helpline and emergency refuge
accommodation during the Covid 19
crisis period, and they continue to
support women who need to attend
court for emergency court orders.
They couldn’t do the work they do
without the support of the general
public, businesses and community
groups. Without this support
through volunteering, donating time
and goods they would not be able to
provide real tangible support like art
therapy, play therapy, counselling
services, and practical support like
food for women and children
affected by domestic abuse. You can
email them if you or an organisation
would like to donate.

Email:
support@dvservicesmeath.ie
Facebook & Twitter:
@Meath Women's Refuge
New website:
www.dvservicesmeath.ie

YOU ARE NOT ALONE. WE CAN
HELP.
Don’t suffer in silence, call the
Meath Women’s Refuge on
046 9022393

Edition 10 of the Meath Child and
Family Support Network
newsletter gives you all the
information you might need on
local service updates on service
provision during the covid crisis.
Please know that help and support for
children and their families is always
available. Some of the groups and
services featured in the online
newsletter include:
•

Youth Work Ireland Navan online,
and the commencement of their
Young Carers Support Group.

•

Trim Family Resource Centre

•

Springboard Navan family support

•

SOSAD Navan

•

Tusla – Child and Family Agency

Pieta House Suicide Bereavement
•

Enhanced service provision by
Primary Care Psychology

•

Meath County Library contact and
collect service.

•

Irish
Hospice
Foundation
Bereavement Support Helpline

•

Involve

The newsletter will be available on
the Family Support Meath Website
www.familysupportmeath.ie and
on the National Children and Young
People’s Services
Committee
Website
www.cypsc.ie
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Vincent’s Furniture
and Curiosity Shop
SVP Navan Furniture located off the
Kells road in Navan are in operation
since 2012. All items are donated
and turned into much needed funds
for our charity local & nationwide.
At this store we specialise in providing
furniture, bric-à-brac and books to
those in need through an SVP voucher
system, and to the general public.
Many of our customers are looking for
a bargain or items to upcycle and
repurpose. Our shop floor is a
treasure trove to browse and regular
customers visit daily in search of a
find! We cater to interior designers,
landlords, and those who appreciate
good quality furniture - they just don’t
make them like they used to!

Reusing is better than Recycling
Your furniture or other goods could
still have a long and useful life in
another person’s home. Buying preloved furniture is better for the
environment and your wallet.

Upcycling has become more popular,
especially during the covid lockdown we have some knowledge here, but
YouTube is the best teacher of all!
See the SVP Navan Furniture FBpage for lots of upcycling inspiration!

With the help of our volunteers we
aim to create a relaxed enjoyable
shopping experience. There are many
tasks and organizing to do, so we
always need new volunteers. Be it for
a few hours or days, it's a great way to
meet new people and gain work and
life experience along the way.
Without the generosity of the
donating public the shop wouldn’t
exist. We offer a collection/delivery
service in the Meath/Dublin area.

✓ keepS items out of landfill
✓ reduceS your carbon footprint
✓ Proceeds support those in need
Opening Hours: Monday to Saturday 10am - 5pm

Balmoral Industrial Estate, Kells
Road, Navan
0469073547
svpnavanfurniture@gmail.com

Family Support Meath
The Family Support Meath website
provides information about
services for children, young people
and families.

The directory aims to provide up-todate and accessible information on
services operating in Meath while also
increasing the information on
parenting supports.

The Family Support Meath website
was developed as part of a Meath
Children and Young Person’s Service
Committee initiative and is supported
by a range of statutory, voluntary and
community agencies in the county.

Find information on addiction
services, counselling, disability and
income support, domestic violence,
youth services including LGBTI+,
support for migrants… and much
more.
You can get in touch with them
through their website:

www.familysupportmeath.ie
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Things that COVID Taught me
Coronavirus has been a tough
experience for everybody for lots of
reasons. However, it’s also given us
time to reflect, rediscover things
about ourselves and learn new
things about ourselves.
As we start to phase our way into the
‘new normal’, here are some thoughts
from our volunteers here at CORE on
what we learned through this
experience that we would like to
remember or continue doing in the
new normal.
“The Coronavirus crisis has shaken up
the world and it was no different for
me. It felt sudden as one day we were
all at the office and the next we were
working from home, and I can
honestly count more losses than
gains. However, having more time has
given me the chance to pick up on
hobbies like painting and writing
again. I also feel like I’ve gotten closer
to some friends that I otherwise
wouldn’t if we weren’t all sharing this
experience - even people I hadn’t
spoken to in quite a while. As a
Brazilian living in Ireland, I found
myself checking in with the other
Brazilians living here and vice-versa.
In a weird sense, it has brought us
together. In another way, covid has
shown a better side to people, there
have been efforts to help communities, volunteer and share good news
across the globe. It has helped people
put priorities into perspective and
help us realise the most important
things in our lives. Should I really be
working more than 45 hours a week?
Or should I be saving time to meet
new people and bond with friends? Do
I really need that many pairs of shoes?
Once this is over, I will carry those
new values with me and try and

remember them. Amid the craziness
of daily life, we forget our basic values
and go on autopilot – something I’ll
aim to avoid going forward.” Julia
“To start with the positives, I love
seeing people enjoying their local
nature amenities, I love how the
streets have less cars and more people
walking and cycling, and I loved the
wildflowers popping up on verges as
they were mowed less. I miss trips to
the beach, hills and forests, but have
found treasures closer to home. I’ve
only been in Ireland two years, so my
friends and family are mainly abroad.
Staying in touch online was my
normal already, and only time will tell
how travel restrictions will affect our
meetups. The crisis has given me
more time to reflect on how I can
make a difference by acting on my
hopes for the future instead of just
talking about them. Seeing people
reaching out to others and signing up
to volunteer is amazing. My heart goes
out to people in the community who
need to cocoon or feel lonely, but I
hope that many have also found
solace in each other during these
times. I hope we all remember the
lessons we’ve learnt and take better
care of ourselves, our communities,
and our environment.” Annina
“2020 is certainly not the year I
planned it to be. Right before the
coronavirus hit, I was counting down
the days to my wedding, spending my
weekends surrounded by family and
friends and hopping on and off
airplanes for work. So when the virus
hit, it was a big shock to the system.
My wedding was cancelled, I took a
pay cut at work and at a time when all
I wanted to do was hug my family and
friends, I had to stay away, for their
safety and mine.

But although the experience has been
tough for me (and I know much
tougher for others), it also taught me
a lot. Spending so much time at home
has given me time to reflect on what is
important to me. Never again will I
take breakfast out with my friends or
a cup of tea with my parents for
granted. It also meant that I had time
for hobbies like reading, writing and
spending time outdoors, all of which I
had been severely neglecting. I think,
for me, the biggest learning of all has
been how important it is to just slow
down sometimes - life doesn’t have to
be lived in a rush and rushing is
something I am very guilty of. As we
start to make our way into the new
normal, I want to make sure that I
prioritise my relationships, make time
for hobbies and live life that little bit
slower.” Emily
“If COVID-19 has taught me anything,
It's that the little things in life matter
the most, yet, they are the easiest to
take for granted. The take-away
morning coffee, the livelihood of the
city at lunchtime, the embrace of a
family member. All these simple day
to day transactions have been
temporarily thorn from the roots of
existence. If we can come away from
this hard time with a greater found
appreciation for the minor details of
everyday life, which often seem to us
as monotonous and transparent, then
we have used this time not under
defeat but rather under reconstruction. In addition, we still have a lot of
details we can appreciate in isolation,
the sounds of the birds in the morning
or the simple “Good-morning” from a
house-mate or family member, the
ability to cook a new recipe, or try a
meditation session. Try to see silver
linings in the dark cloud of
uncertainty we are all currently living
under.” Thomas
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Building the Future
at The Brickx Club
Kathy Lambkin-Monahan, a former
Meath Montessori teacher, always
had LEGO® bricks in her classroom.
She was inspired to established The
Brickx Club in 2013 when she
received many requests from her
past pupil’s and their parents to set
up a LEGO® after school class.
The club started out as a fun children’s
activity
group
that
gradually
developed
to
become
more
educational and constructive. Kathy
has trained in LEGO® Serious Play, a
method which encourages creative
thinking,
problem
solving
and
communication. She also trained as a
LEGO®- based Therapy Trainer.
The Brickx Club currently has 28
people running creativity days in
primary and secondary schools, as
well as afterschool clubs, around the
country. Its employees manage
workshops and events, such as

Cultúr
Cultúr is a community
organisation promoting the
empowerment, participation,
and rights of ethnic minorities
such as immigrants, refugees,
and asylum seekers in Meath.
Cultúr works to help ethnic minorities
who are experiencing or are at risk of
racism, social exclusion and poverty.
Cultúr run many projects to achieve
these goals:
The Net-WORK project’s aims to
provide female migrants with the
necessary life and job skills to succeed
in Ireland. We support women in
applying for jobs and further
education, preparing CVs, accessing
employment services, and obtaining
driving licenses.
The Moving On project assists
refugees who have received their
status to transition from direct
provision to independent living using

birthday parties, and LEGO®- based
therapy training for small groups.
Each LEGO® activity day includes a
skill, such as interlocking bricks, pixel
art, and pyramid building. After the
skill building section of the club is
completed,
the
children
are
encouraged to use their own creative
ability to make their LEGO® builds
unique.

For more information, check out
The Brickx Club Ireland on
Facebook or contact Kathy at 086
1700215.

LEGO® play is a great social
activity, as Kathy says, “Put a box
of mini-figures on a table and
children will start mingling with
each other while creating their
own imaginative stories”. LEGO®
is a universal language,
encouraging creativity, logical
thinking, and sociability.
a community work model. We ensure
On the 26th of June 2020 we hosted
that those affected are part of the
our first virtual anti-racism event
decision-making process on how they
“Hear Our Voices, Racism is Our
are socially included in their new
Experience” that was prompted by
communities. As a result of this
our social media campaign.
project,
our
participants
have
reported
increased
community
#IStandWCulturNavanAgainstRacism
involvement, confidence, improved
skills, and ability to advocate for
themselves. We have also assisted our
participants in obtaining employment,
entering further education and
obtaining accommodation.
The Jump Project is a support and
training programme that aims to
improve employability. We work with
migrants to enhance their knowledge,
skills and experience. The programme
consists of an accredited business
English course, Career Planning
Workshops, workplace experience
preparation, work placements and one
to one coaching and mentoring.
Cultur also facilitates the Meath
Migrants
Forum,
the
Migrant
Women’s
Group
and
Cultur
Conversational English Classes (CCE).
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#DontBeABystander
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Summer Stars at
the Library
Once again, Meath County Library
have a jam packed, fun filled
summer program for children
planned for July and August. The
free events will be online with
something for everyone: from
science to storytelling and crafts to
conjuring, all you need to do is log
on and join in the fun!
Challenge yourself with the Summer
Stars Reading Adventure and take
part in Online Activities. There will
be quizzes, shows, online scavenger
hunts, prizes, a Book Tournament,
and lots more. Remember to send
them Book Reviews of all the great
books you read this summer!

www.librariesireland.ie/services/ri
ght-to-read/summer-stars

Kids Cook
Kids Cook is a cookery school for
children based in Clonee, Meath.
We have been running Cooking
Clubs, Camps, Adult and child
Classes, Birthday parties for
children the last 6 years.
Unfortunately with the Covid crisis,
we had to make the hard but
necessary decision to close the
cookery school. We cannot continue
to run a safe and viable business,
working with children and food
would be challenging with social
distancing restrictions in place.
We have been working tirelessly to
pivot our business and are excited to
announce that we are launching our
online Kids Cook Cooking Club!

Kids Cook Cooking Club is a
monthly, digital subscription
which will give your children a
valuable life skill!
Lisa Halpenny (co-founder of Kids
Cook) will teach children how to cook
in the comfort of their own home!
There will be video classes, live
classes, recipes downloads, kitchen
tips, fun, educational activity sheets,
Parents Corner, Anne Marie (cofounder of Kids Cook) sharing simple
family recipes and Sarah Keogh, top
dietitian, giving advice and guidance
on Family Health and Nutrition.
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The decision to close the cookery
school was taken out of our hands
with the Covid-19 pandemic and we
have spent the time working on
completely changing our business
model. Working afar from each other,
at their kitchen tables, in a new
online
world,
managing
their
children, it was hard!
We are incredibly lucky to have loyal
clients who have supported us over
the years, and we hope to provide
them the same quality service to a
high standard on our new platform! It
also opens Kids Cook to the rest of
the country!
We are extremely grateful that we
have a business we can adapt during
this current economic crisis. We are
coming out of the Covid crisis with a
positive outlook about our business
and look forward to seeing what the
future holds for Kids Cook!

Kids Cook Cooking Club will be
launched on July 1st and you will
be able to subscribe on our
website! In the meantime if you
would like to be added to our
mailing list, contact
info@kidcook.ie

THOUGH THE cookery school CLASSROOM
is closed for now, we CAN STILL COOK
TOGETHER AS WE have moved OUR
lessons online!
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Back to Business
We’re coming back: more
businesses can prepare to open
their doors sooner than expected.
By Julia Tereno
Taoiseach Leo Varadkar has said a
wider range of businesses will be
allowed to reopen during Phase 3 of
easing of Covid-19 restrictions on
June 29, which include cinemas and
gyms. The good news was dropped
during a speech on June 19, 10 days
before the start of Phase 3. This
provides a new perspective for
businesses, especially the ones who
were expected to only reopen in Phase
5, in August. In other words, it means
we are coming back.
Among the businesses allowed to
reopen on June 29 are hairdressers
and barber shops. Just as we were all
starting to look like a version of our
post-Apocalyptic selves with unruly
hair, we can now rest easy knowing we
will soon be able to get a haircut. It
seems like Ireland is slowly returning
and people are beginning to feel more
positive about the future.
Since the start of Phase 2, it became
clear how people were hungry to get
out of the house - the long queues in
the first few days to enter Penney’s
proved that. When the roadmap to
reopening Ireland was first introduced
in late May, the business representtative group Ibec called for a faster
reopening of the economy. In a letter
sent to the Taoiseach at the time, they
said the “uncertainty around the
timing and application of rules will
compound economic and social
destruction." They were concerned
about the country’s economic wellbeing and the effects of this major
crisis going forward, also stating that
other countries had a faster plan to
reopen their economies. But, by then,
the government was being cautious
and made no promises to speed up the
reopening process.
It was only after the numbers of death
and new cases in Ireland showed a
significant reduction that the decision
to bring the plan forward was made.

Afterall, the government, like Ibec,
understands the country needs
businesses and it needs the economy
to pick up again.
But as much as a business’ role is to
keep the economy going, local
businesses have an extra role to play
as an active member of a community.
According to the latest figures from
the Central Statistics Office (CSO),
there are 248,344 small and medium
enterprises active in Ireland and they
felt the hit of the Covid-19 crisis the
hardest. Keeping a small business
afloat can be challenging, but they
survive with the help of the
community. We might know our
neighbours, local pub owners and all
the staff from the supermarket close
to our homes - and we are loyal to
them. There’s a sense of familiarity in
going to your local pub for a pint on a
Friday night and running into some of
your neighbours and friends. Places
like these become a type of community
hub and once the Coronavirus crisis
forced all these places to close their
doors, we might have felt a little
abandoned.
Of course, it’s important to keep in
mind that the virus hasn’t gone away.
We must still be vigilant and respect
social
distancing
rules.
Local
businesses are essential in every
community, but the people who avail
of these services must also play their
role, now more than ever. The sense of
community is now even stronger, as
we as individuals must also do our
part in keeping each other safe and
ultimately keeping these businesses
open.

As Leo Varadkar put it in his speech:
“Taking personal responsibility means
not entering a place if you see it is
packed. It means leaving somewhere,
even if you are having a good time, if
you have been there for too long. It
means exercising judgement and selfcontrol for your own sake, but also for
the collective good.
This re-phasing forward of the
Roadmap is made possible by the
solidarity you have shown and the
sacrifices, decisions and choices that
you have made over the past few
months suppressing the virus. Instead
of being forced back, we have been
able to push the spread of the virus
back and advance forward.
There is of course more work we need
to do. We need to show the same
determination and ambition in leading
our economic recovery, creating new
jobs, and getting people back to work
and businesses open again. ”
With the prospects of our local
businesses reopening so much sooner
than expected, we can finally enjoy a
bit of a taste of normality. Still, it
won’t be exactly like it was before the
lockdown, but we are slowly coming
back.

Do you know a small business that has
inspired you, or do you work in one?
Let us tell the story of your business to
promote it - free of charge! We want to
highlight the best in our community as we
slowly recover .

Our next issue will feature Meath’s most
amazing Autumn produce, products, and
services. For your chance to be featured,
contact the CORE Editorial Team at:
info@coreireland.ie
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Taking stock at the Stockhouse: radical
decisions in a dynamic environment
Corona Virus came out of nowhere
just before St. Patricks day this year
which was to be the usual start to a
busy tourism season for us at
Stockhouse Restaurant in Trim.
On learning that we were going to
have to close our sit in dining we were
forced to make radical decisions in a
rapidly changing environment. Our
first move to protect our business was
to suspend all our current outgoings
with immediate effect and implement
a 'Stop the Clock ' position. This would
of course not have been possible
without the understanding of our
creditors, bank and landlord. We then
decided to concentrate our efforts on a
takeaway/delivery service on a pay as
you go agreement with our suppliers
having agreed to resume servicing
aged debts on resumption of normal
business.
The primary purpose of proceeding
with a takeaway offering was to keep
the core employees (chefs) together
and also to keep the premises open as
we honestly believed if we closed, we
would never reopen. So 75% of our
staff
including
part
of
our
management were temporarily laid
off. An added pressure on the business
was the 'week in hand ' wage having to
be paid with only a 25% income to go
against it.

The timely arrival of the 'Wage
Subsidy Scheme ' (and the Pandemic
unemployment payment for our
temporarily laid off staff) both
relieved the financial pressure and
gave us the confidence to drive on and
'strive to survive ’. We embarked on a
concentrated social media advertising
campaign for our takeaway/delivery
service and even landed an RTE Six
One appearance which boosted sales.
We then extended our deliveries to
20km from Trim and widened our net.
This raised our reduced turnover by
about 25%.
We welcomed the extension to the
Wage Subsidy Scheme as it is critical
to the survival of the hospitality
sector. We were equally delighted to
qualify for the Restart grant from
Meath County Council and are hopeful
of a grant from the County Meath
Chamber/Facebook grant scheme.
Such grants are very welcome as we
had to spend sums exceeding them to
make our restaurant compliant with
the safety precautions necessary for
reopening.

In the meantime, our massive
relaunch party on June 29th
announced our return. We were
sold out for this occasion in
compliance of course with
restrictions as a result of our new
constant companion Mr Corona.

www.stockhouserestaurant.ie

We are also delighted with the
reduction to 1 metre in the physical
distance recommendations but are
extremely concerned regarding the
105-minute maximum time for diners
as this is completely unfeasible in our
restaurant.

The Market returns

Nourish! by CORE
Nourish your soul by feeding your
community. CORE’s Nourish food
bank is looking for people to
become an ambassador or
volunteer in your local area.

We are convinced that the survival of
the hospitality sector is dependent on
a long extension on the Wage Subsidy
Scheme
and
VAT
reduction/
suspension until normality returns, or
there will be no restaurants to
entertain tourists when they return.
We are confident that a new
responsible government will continue
the necessary actions to protect our
industry.

Over the coming weeks, we will be
helping communities hold local events
like Zumba, Bingo and more! Come
along and join in the fun! You can
bring along one food item, as by giving
a little you're helping a lot! We’re also
making a video to raise awareness on
food poverty and how it impacts our
community.

We will also be holding a very
special Nourish! event in Navan for
all ages soon, so keep an eye on our
social media and we'll keep you
posted!
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The Market @ the Solstice will open
on 4th July. The organizers aim to
open the market with social distancing
guidelines in place to ensure the safety
of stallholders and customers.
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Marsh Mackey Recruitment:
helping find jobs closer to home
Marsh Mackey Recruitment, are a
recruitment agency proud to be
based in Navan who source all
Office based, Customer Service,
Accounts and Finance staff for
clients throughout the North East
and have enjoyed continued
success throughout our 21 years in
business.
We’re a small but progressive team
who work hard to assist people in
finding their dream job! And most
importantly for most of our
candidates: a dream job that’s close to
home.
Over the years we have established
and nurtured relationships with our
clients and the fact that clients come
back to us to source their staff is an
endorsement of the high-quality
service we provide, which we value
greatly.
As a team, we take pride in the work
we do and are dedicated to getting the
right candidate for the job and our
Agency Staff panel of temporary
workers
provides
employment
throughout the North East Region for
many people in the area.

By facilitating employment in the
north east, this enables those we place
in jobs to be more invested in their
own local community, through
hobbies,
shopping,
exploring,
enjoying the nightlife and other
community activities which ultimately
allows a better work/life balance while
supporting local business.

“We generally find that those
commuting are burnt out and
don’t get as involved as they’d
like in their local communities
because they don’t have the time
or energy”
As advocates of business in Meath we
are heavily involved in County Meath
Chamber and as a small example of
what we do, we recently collaborated
releasing video updates to assist
employers during the Covid-19 Crisis,
we also have an active social media
presence advertising our vacancies
and posting many insightful videos
regularly.

For those seeking
employment or looking for
your next top employee in
the Meath/North East
Region, please get in touch:
046-9028205
recruit@marshmackey.com
You can also find us on
Instagram and Facebook

Beautiful
Meath Tours
Though we may all think we know
the beautiful Hill of Tara, how well
do we really know the Hill of Tara?
Why not try something new this
weekend and book a Hill of Tara
Walking Tour!

✓ Get fresh air
✓ Support a local business
✓ Learn about local heritage

Next time your family and friends
come to visit you in Meath, you can
impress them all with your knowledge
(or maybe just call Derek again to
book another tour).

Tours last 45-60 minutes and cover
the history and legends of Tara. They
run every 1,5hrs, with the first
starting at 10am and the last at 4pm.

Get fresh air, support a local business,
and learn about our history and
heritage in one fell swoop.

Price per adult 5 euro/family of four
15euros. Private tours can be
arranged.
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Call Derek Smith to book your
walking tour: 086 605 5537
Follow Beautiful Meath Tours on
Facebook and Instagram, and see
the website for more details
www.beautifulmeath.com
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Registration, maintenance and
grants for septic tank systems
All homeowners not connected to a
public sewage system are required
to register their waste water
treatment system on
www.protectourwater.ie
~500,000 households in Ireland have
a wastewater system like a septic tank.
About 137,000 of these also have a
private well for drinking water.
Since 2013, all homeowners with a
wastewater system must be registered
with their local authority, here Meath
County
Council,
as
they
are
responsible for supervising these
systems to ensure they are suitable
and well maintained.

Domestic Waste Water Treatment
Systems (DWWTS) grant scheme
The Department of Housing Planning
and Local Government has launched a
Grant Scheme for certain household
types,
administered
by
local
authorities.

To be eligible, the treatment system
must have been registered by the
owner by 1st February 2013. For
newer systems, registration must be
completed within 90 days of
connection.

For more information, contact the
rural water section Meath County
Council. See the Domestic Septic
Tanks –section on www.meath.ie
for more information.

See the Meath County Council or the EPA website below for more
information on septic tanks, how to maintain them, what happens in a
septic tank inspection, and what to do if you see or smell pollution or
suspect a malfunctioning waste water system in your area.

www.meath.ie

www.epa.ie/water/wastewater/info

If poorly maintained, wastewater
systems can be harmful to drinking
water supplies and the environment.
Many people assume their private well
water to be safe to drink and don’t get
it tested or treated. A recent study
found that E.coli, which can cause
serious illness, is present in almost a
third of Irish private wells.

Have you completed a septic tank
system check?
A well-maintained system in the right
site with the right soil conditions will
protect your health, local environment
and your pocket. Maintaining your
wastewater system will help to protect
your health and local environment.
In order to work effectively, DWWTS
need to be maintained and desludged
on a regular basis. It is the
responsibility of the owner to take
care of this.
Meath County Council carries out a
minimum of 1000 inspections per
year. Many septic tanks fail these
inspections either due to operation
and maintenance issues or lack of
desludging. Some septic tanks also
need structural remediation work.
Once registered, a system will
potentially be inspected by Meath Co
Co. If a defect is identified the
householder may be eligible to apply
for a remediation grant.

Meath’s Gold Coast
Meath has a 12 km (7 mi) stretch of coastline along the Irish Sea,
between the Boyne and Delvin rivers.
Meath may have the second shortest coastline of any coastal county, but it’s a
true gem to visit. Meath County Council retrieves water samples from the
Bettystown Beach area every week during the Summer months, and the water
at Bettystown has been rated as “Excellent” for the second year running.

See www.beaches.ie for up-to-date information on bathing water
quality, tide information, and when the lifeguards will be on duty.
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Gardening for
Biodiversity

Solas Glan: a community for all
levels of garden enthusiasts

Not only do our shrinking wild
areas and pollinator numbers need
our help, but the more urbanised us
humans become, the more we
actually need exposure to nature.

Solas Glan, a Community Garden
near Navan, is a lifeline for anyone
wanting to get back in touch with
nature, improve their wellbeing,
learn new skills and meet some
lovely new people.

This wonderful free booklet is packed
with ideas on simple ways to help
biodiversity in your garden.
Written by Juanita
Browne, it provides a
step-by-step guide to
practical actions that
help biodiversity in your garden.
You can download the free booklet
online at www.naturenerd.ie and on
the Meath County Council website.
For a hard copy, please email your
details to heritage@meathcoco.ie or
call the Meath Co Co Customer
Service Team on 046-909700.

Solas Glan are looking for volunteers
to help at the community gardens in
Arbraccan, 5 minutes from Navan. No
skills are necessary, just a willingness
to get your hands dirty and spend
some time outside or in a greenhouse.
Even a few hours a month would be
appreciated.

Follow them on Facebook for
updates on events, plants for sale,
and how to get involved.

Irish Seed Savers Association
The main objective of Seed Savers
is to conserve Ireland’s very special
and threatened plant genetic
resources.
Their
work
focuses
on
the
preservation of heirloom and heritage
food crop varieties that are suitable
for
Ireland’s
unique
growing
conditions.
Irish
Seed
Savers
Association
maintains the country’s public seed
bank with over 600 non-commercially
available varieties of seed.

They Grow, Preserve, Conserve and
Share both their seeds (see their
online shop), knowledge and love for
the land.

Conserving our Future
They locate rare varieties of
vegetables, soft fruit, flowers, grains,
potatoes and apple trees and conduct
research on them in their gardens.
They then select varieties which are
hardy and suitable for the local
climate, a process which takes time,
patience and skill.
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One of Irish Seed Savers Association’s
main aims is to raise public awareness
about the vulnerability of Irish
agricultural biodiversity.

As environmental issues come more
to the forefront in our lives, the
small efforts of many make a real
difference.

Find out more at irishseedsavers.ie
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Wild About
Navan
Wild About Navan is an urban
nature conservation project
initiated for and by the people of
Navan to explore, celebrate,
protect and enhance the diverse
environment and natural habitats
that surround us here in Navan.
Recognizing the unique qualities of
our town is the first step in
understanding how we can contribute
to taking better care of our
environment.
Do you live, work, or play in Navan? If
you would like to see more native
trees, more wildflowers, a wildlife
trail, or fun workshops happening in
Navan then please let us know by
completing a short Navan biodiversity
awareness survey (find the link on our
social media) or by getting in touch
via social media or email.

The Story of
Plastic
As the restrictions slowly start
lifting on the current public health
crisis, another all too familiar crisis
continues to grow - the plastic
crisis.
How can we stop the dumping of trash
along our roadsides and in our rivers
and green areas? Stories and film are
often able to bridge divides and bring
us together to form something bigger
than ourselves. Storytelling connects
us and breeds empathy.
If you or someone you know is still
littering, whether it’s “just one” crisp
wrapper carelessly dropped to the
ground or a coffee cup thrown out the
car window, small acts lead to big
problems.

Your responses to the survey will be
used to guide an ecological survey of
Navan town which will also form the
basis of the Navan Biodiversity Action
Plan (funded by The Community
Foundation for Ireland's Environment
and Nature Fund and supported by
LoveNavan, CORE Ireland, and Youth
Work Ireland Meath).
The Navan Biodiversity Action Plan
which will seek to:

• Raise public awareness on the importance
of Navan’s biodiversity

We will also be using your responses
to inspire interesting workshops and
fun events that the Wild About Navan
team is currently planning. Help us
spread the word, get involved, and get
wild about Navan!

Follow us on Facebook and
Instagram: @wildaboutnavan
Do you have an idea for a
workshop, or would you like to get
involved? Send us an email at
wildaboutnavan@gmail.com

• Get the public involved in the conservation
of our wildlife
• Guide actions to enhance our town, like
tree planting, murals, walks…
• Highlight existing initiatives and
encourage new local ones
• Assist sustainable planning and
development of Navan
• Monitor and ensure biodiversity
conservation at the local level
Why not sit down to learn more about
plastic and why it’s a problem by
watching the new documentary “The
Story of Plastic” (95min) produced by
Break Free From Plastic. The film
follows the journey of plastic while
examining its global effects on the
health of our planet and the people
who inhabit it.

Are You Sick Of Plastic? Join VOICE
Ireland to understand the full story
of plastic : www.voiceireland.org
Find the film “The Story of Plastic”
online: www.storyofplastic.org

Village parks of
Meath
Kilmessan village park is located
near the Hill of Tara on the River
Skane.e Boyne.
The lovely little park just a short walk
from the picturesque town centre
where you will also find some
restaurants and shops.
It’s great to see wildlife corridors like
the Skane River, streams, trees and
hedgerows appreciated like this. Such
beauty spots would not exist if it
wasn’t for the hard work, dedication,
and pride of place of local volunteers.
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The other crisis which needs attention
Ever since the onset of the COVID19 pandemic in December 2019, a
lot has changed for everyone.
By Jyotindra Swaroop
Families have come closer, distances
have become longer, rivers are
cleaner, skies are clearer, planes are
grounded, streets are deserted, but
our hospitals are saturated. The
definition of the workplace has
changed, and so has our perspective of
superheroes.
Maintaining
social
distance
to
socialize isn’t just the new normal
now, but an obligatory rule of conduct.
Here in Ireland, Lucy Flynn’s
description of the ordeal of the family
members who couldn’t sit by the bed
or hold the hand of their loved ones in
their final time still breaks our heart.
Certainly not what was expected at the
start of a new decade.
The COVID-19 pandemic is a natural
but human inflicted health crisis, and
it is the loudest wake-up call we’ve
ever had asserting the importance of
our natural environment’s good
health. Early investigations have
suggested that the novel and zoonotic
SARS-CoV-2 virus jumped from bats
to pangolins and then to humans. And
the reason humans came into contact
with this poor little anteater is that it
is the most illegally-traded mammal in
the world. The global wildlife trade
needs to be banned because not only it
is cruel and unethical, but also a great
risk to our health.
Conservationist Dr Enric Sala in his
book ‘The Nature of Nature: Why We
Need the Wild’, writes that preserving
the environment is critical to human
health. “Deforestation, overfishing,
hunting and illegal wildlife trafficking
have resulted in a loss of global
biodiversity which is crucial to
keeping the spread of dangerous
viruses in check. As a result of all this,
our interaction with wildlife has
increased, which allows viruses to
adapt to the human body that has less
protection
against
animal-borne
diseases”.

There’s an element of lessons to be
learned from this. Be it COVID-19 or
the Environmental Crisis, the most
affected and vulnerable people are the
poor. Luckily, both these crises have
revealed heroic first responders,
scientists, doctors. But they also
remind us that life as we know it
depends on predictable movement,
growing seasons and supply chain. But
what if the age of predictability is
over?
It is the first time our planet has
‘breathing space’ since the Industrial
Revolution. According to a new report
on pollution and energy consumption
from the MaREI Centre at University
College Cork, COVID-19 restrictions
have lowered emissions of pollutants
in Ireland. Social media is inundated
with posts of people sharing images of
otters, seals, foxes and birds spotted
in various cities across the country.
According to John Quinn, Professor of
Zoology at UCC:

It is still possible to recover a lot of
what we have lost to climate change
already. Mother earth can bounce
back if we let her; this will require
more smart science, more decisive and
wise leadership and most importantly,

a sense that we are in this together.
The events which unfolded this year
were not expected, but they had been
predicted. The pandemic is a reminder
of the basics we have been ignoring hygiene, work-life balance, the
significance of a break, our primitive
stature against the forces of nature
and most importantly, our dependence on each other. At least most of
us had a home to keep us safe from
the virus. But where would we run for
cover when the climate crisis worsens?
It’s something to ponder the next time
we wash hands to save other people
who we might never meet.

Let’s Talk
Climate Action

”The positive effects on the
environment could have a lasting
impact if people take this
opportunity to permanently change
some of their behaviour”

The online workshop is a great
opportunity for Meath’s community
groups to come together and LEARN,
ORGANISE and ACT in response to
ongoing climate change!

We cannot underestimate the power
of science anymore. After all, it was
science that helped identify the virus,
and now science is helping to find a
vaccine for the it. We must put sincere
efforts to transition from just ‘being
literate’ to ‘being educated’ about
climate change and then scientific
awareness will follow. The longer we
put off doing what matters, the harder
it becomes to bend that curve.

The workshop will take place on
Thursday 16th July (10am -1pm)
online using Google Meet. It will be
delivered by Gavin Harte (Education
for Sustainable Development) with
support
from
the
Community
Environment Action Fund 2019.

•

Re-affirm knowledge of climate
change – what it is and its impacts

We have been maintaining our
physical and mental distance from
the issue of climate change for quite
a while now.

•

Identify real practical actions that
can
be
delivered
in
your
community

•

How to drive action locally within
your community

•

Opportunities to collaborate and
coordinate community action

Invisible CO2 molecules haven’t shut
down countries yet like the invisible
virus has which maybe waters down
urgency to act. But spending more
time
observing
nature
might
accelerate our appreciation for it and
willingness to invest in its protection.
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What you will learn:

+ most importantly: talk and ask
questions!
To register for the workshop, please
email: meathppn@meathcoco.ie
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Bogs galore
Girley Bog and Bohermeen
(Jamestown) Bog are just a few of
the beautiful boggy locations to
visit in Meath.
Both have a signposted walkway
meandering around them, perfect
for a walk, run, or a game of nature
bingo!
Check out the Bohermeen Bog
Development group on Facebook for
information on our bogs and how
important they are to climate
change mitigation (=carrying out
actions to reduce the rate of global
change).

Rewetting our bogs would significantly
reduce greenhouse gas emissions and restore
these delicate systems for our wildlife, too.

Carbon dioxide is one of the major
causes of climate change. Peatlands
such as bogs can store massive
amounts of carbon dioxide (CO2).
They remove CO2 from the
atmosphere through photosynthesis
and store it in the peat. Human
disruption, mostly due to land
drainage has caused a lot of the
stored CO2 to ‘drain’ out of the peat
and be released into the atmosphere

Blocking or naturalizing any manmade drainage system is an effective
way to mitigate climate change, and
we are likely to see more projects
like this in the following years.

Reducing this draining is an
effective and important way to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
Restoration is already underway on
some bogs, most notably on Girley
Bog (bottom photos). Rewetting our
peatlands will be a big change for
some communities where turfcutting is still ongoing: sites like
Bohermeen Bog (top photos) where
an active community is already
working hard to protect their bog,
and Oristown bog where cutting is
also still ongoing.

Photos below: Bog cotton and insect paradise at Girley Bog. Please be careful not
to trample the delicate bog environment. The boardwalk is there for a reason, so
please stay on it to protect the beautiful bog wildlife! Send us your photos of
wildlife spots around Meath! info@coreireland.ie

Navan Cycling
Initiative
Navan Cycling Initiative aims to
make cycling in Navan safe,
convenient and popular.
They want to encourage everyone to
use cycling as part of their normal
daily transport and help Navan to
become a cycle-friendly town.

Just try out one of the bog walks
Meath has to offer, wouldn’t it be
amazing to have more of these
amenities for future generations
to enjoy?

If you would like to get involved or
have any suggestions, please send
them a message of Facebook.

What we can all do:
• Get on our bikes!
• Engage with Meath County Council on
how to advance cycling infrastructure
• Keep the conversation and discussion
around this issue going
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Museum Tours and
Cultural Websites
Though our cultural centers are
reopening, you can still check out
museums from all over the world
from the comfort of your own home.
Why not arrange a trip to some worldfamous museums with your kids and
discuss what you see, whether it’s arts,
science, or history.. There’s so much to
learn an enjoy!

The National Gallery of Ireland
www.nationalgallery.ie/virtual-tour

Botanic Gardens (Glasnevin)
www.botanicgardens.ie

The National Gallery UK
www.nationalgallery.org.uk

The Vatican
www.museivaticani.va

The RTE Archives
www.rte.ie/archives

Google Arts & Culture
Google has a site dedicated to online
Arts & Culture experiences (see photos
below) and virtual tours of museums
like the Natural History Museum of
London and Paris Musée d’Orsay:

artsandculture.google.com

Solstice Arts Centre Summer 2020
Exbitions and Events
Solstice Arts Centre is reopening
from 9am on Monday 29 June
2020. The Solstice Café and Gallery
will operate as normal, with
physical distancing measures in
place to ensure visitors, artists and
staff safety.
Many events are still impacted by
ongoing restrictions related to large
gatherings and indoor groupings, but
they are working hard to create a safe
and diverse programme of cinema,
workshop, visual art and theatre
events over the summer and to the
end of the year.
The You Are Made of Stardust
exhibition by George Bolster is also
open again. See new and recent work
by New York-based Irish artist
George Bolster from Tuesday 30th
June to Friday 28th August 2020.
The free exhibition features new
works as well as recent large scale
works that were developed during his
residency at the Search for Extraterrestrial
Intelligence
Institute
(SETI) and research with the Kepler
Mission scientists from NASA Ames.

Two of the amazing works in the
exhibition are You Are Made of
Stardust (2019) a suspended mobile
of cosmic objects, and Our Life
Mirrored by Two Suns: Kepler 16b
(2018), a panoramic tapestry three
meters high!

“we aim to inspire, encourage and
support engagement and learning
through the arts in a positive and
inclusive environment”

Check out the Solstice website for events and exhibition photos, though
we recommend checking these out in real life!
solsticeartscentre.ie
Opening hours:
Box Office: Monday to Saturday 10am - 4pm
Solstice Café: Monday to Saturday 9am - 4pm
Gallery: Tuesday to Saturday 11am - 4pm

New office walls = a blank canvas?
The new CORE offices received a lick of
fresh green paint to inspire all our
volunteers, and we will be bringing in
lots of air cleansing plants to create a
calm atmosphere. But we would also
like to paint a mural on one of the
walls… if you have an idea for our
mural wall, get in touch at:

info@coreireland.ie
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Respect
Courage
Compassion

Community
Inclusive
Social duty

CORE Ireland is a place for people to come together and volunteer, to experience
the “Joy of Giving”, and to do something worthwhile within the community.
CORE Ireland is a place to find
friendship and fellowship amongst
the volunteers of CORE and for
people on the receiving end to feel
more valued and included.

We have recently made the move
from our old office to our bigger,
brighter, and more accessible office
on the ground floor of the Navan
Enterprise Centre.

CORE helps people find within
themselves new strengths and
abilities. We want volunteers to
find a sense of fulfilment, purpose,
enjoyment and to have fun and be
creative.

We have made so much progress so
far in 2020, all thanks to help of
our dedicated and growing team of
volunteers – we now have 47 on
our team! Our volunteers belong to
different teams, like admin,
magazine, social,
media team,
research & development, events &
fundraising, the Nourish! food
project, public relations, marketing
& strategy, and IT support. Our
newest team is the jobs initiative
team which is all about helping
people with disabilities to find
work for people with disabilities.
We are still looking to start a youth
section in CORE, so if you are
interested, please be in touch.

Each person who comes to CORE
changes CORE by bringing his or
her own unique personality and
ideas. They help grow and develop
it.
The strength and power of CORE is
its volunteers. CORE is about
service. One person helping
another and in return, they are
helping themselves.

Due to Covid-19, we are mainly
meeting up online in Google
hangouts and on zoom calls, but a
selected few are also in the office
daily to take care of admin duties
and Nourish food programme
donations.
There have been many community,
voluntary groups, and not for profit
organizations starting. To help
with this – and to help such
important new ventures gain and
maintain momentum - we are
rolling out another new service
from our office. A dedicated team
will be helping new groups register
with
the
charity
regulator,
volunteers working with volunteers
in getting the full charity status
and provide support. Now that’s
some meta-level volunteering!
Because together we are more.

“We believe that the best way to help yourself is to help somebody else.”
Interested in volunteering
with us here at CORE? Get in
touch!
CORE welcomes anyone and everyone
interested in giving their time to help
others in our community. There are
many projects to get involved with,
why not give volunteering a go!

085 1920 150

info@coreireland.ie
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